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You can create Android and iPhone apps that contain this information. Even there you could advertise (though the ads are annoying). There is no android look. Of course, we have Material Design, and that's great. But Android can and often looks like anything under the sun: beautiful, ugly, clean, busy,
Material, Holo, retro, futuristic, and at times, even Apple-y. If your phone can look like something, it makes sense that some want their phone to look like one of the Cupertino devices. Now that your phone looks and behaves exactly like an iPhone is impossible without a specialized ROM, or a phone that
was designed to look and feel like an iPhone – think Xiaomi, Huawei, or a few other Chinese manufacturers. But between these apps and a little patience, we can make your new phone behave and feel a lot more like your old... in a good way. This is an area that throws a lot of former iPhone users
behind the loop, as the home screen experience can be quite different from Apple's simple network of apps and folders. While Apple users live in what's called an app drawer, Android users have home screens at the top of the app drawer, so most apps are out of the way and just what you want to see is
on the home screen. A lot of launchers are trying to emulate or copy the iPhone, and that's fair to be an option. If you just want all apps on the home screen instead of the app drawer and the 5x4 grid with the trailer, then download the launcher, such as Hola or iLauncher. The icons won't be the same and
the quick settings won't, but you'll get 93 percent of your way back to what you had. Enjoy. You want to get close? Want a quick setting flick on your screen or a consistent icon — or even exact icons that match your old phone? Well, it won't be easy to install and go, but with New Launcher and a little time,
we'll do magic. Now, for those new to our little Android club, Nova Launcher is a very popular and customizable third-party site to launch a home screen. It can replace the launcher that was on your phone as the default home screen so that Android users can change the entire home screen experience by
downloading a new launcher. They're great, and there's a lot of good missiles out there, and today we're sticking to Nova so we can get down there and get dirty in Nova Settings to help us get as close as possible. Create an iHome screen layout in New Launcher: Install New Launcher from the Google
Play Store. It's free, although I highly recommend buying a New Prime Launcher ($4.99), so you'll get all the features including gesture shortcuts we'll take advantage of later for Quick Settings. Open New Launcher. Tap the home button. When prompted, select New Launcher as the default home screen
launcher. Open the app drawer (six points in in the center of the flaff). Open Nova Nova , click Desktop. Open the desktop grid and expand the grid from 5 lines to 6 by dragging the current row number (5) up until 6 takes its place, and the preview grid shows six rows. Confirm the change by tatad Done.
(Optional) Scroll down in desktop settings and switch to Add icon to home screen. Note: Most users hate this setting because it puts everything you install on the home screen instead of in the app drawer. For iPhone users who are used to living in an app drawer, you might prefer to have all the apps that
are deferred to your home screen, so you never have to watch the app drawer. Tap the back button to return to the New Settings main menu. Open the dock. Open dock icons and drag 5 to the right until 4 takes its place and see four squares in the preview dock instead of 5. This will allow our mooring to
line up with our desktop network, but it also means that if you plan to use the app drawer, your mooring may feel unbalanced. Download the background of the iOS folder and save it to a folder you'll remember. Go to New Settings, and then open Folders. In folder preview, select Grid. In the background of
the folder, select Custom. Navigate to the background image of the folder you downloaded and select it. Tap the home button to return to Start to check for a new grid. The network will look like it was on an iPhone, but it doesn't yet. Apple-esque icons (and actual Apple) Android icons are much more
diverse than the rounded squares that Apple insists on all the icons in the App Store to be. Luckily, the Google Play Store has a metric tone of icon packages that will give you formatted icons. None of them are quite like Apple (because of copyright), but you have plenty of options. Here's just a few:
Adrasta (Free) is a rounded square icon package that looks pretty damn good with a bright palette and clean lines. It also has a masking tool, so the untemated icon still sits on a rounded rectangle. It also has a nice variety of alternate icons to allow you to play with. Beluk ($0.99) is a super-rounded
square iconic package that can fit straight in with hilarious pop-off-screen colorful themes or with a more refined, muted background. Play with the squares sometime! Alos ($0.99) takes on a flattering, simpler look for its squares, with a palette and design that plays well with material layout and pop along
the hesiles of wallpaper. Install the package from Google Play. Go to New Settings, then View &amp; feel. Open the Icon topic and select an icon package from the list of icon packages. Press the home button to see your magnificent new icons. (Optional) If the icons look too small in the launcher, you can
turn off Normalize icon size in Look &amp; feel try and increase the size If you're a New Launcher Prime user, you can enlarge icons in your desktop drawer, dock, and app &amp; widget with the option to place icons on each of these menus. For more on Layout Icons and New Settings, read our handy
guide{.cta .large} If you have an absolute, positive must have icons from your iPhone, you can have them. However, you'll need to set up each one you use as a custom icon. And if that sounds wither, it's because it is, but it's a price to be special. I know, i know, i' I've paid for it many times. Download
stock icons for iOS 9 from deviantart user LutschGabriel, or iOS 8 icons from deviantart user dtafalonso. Now you will need to extract the icons using a file manager application such as Solid Explorer. Save them to a convenient folder and remember where you saved them, because you'll often return to
that folder. Long press one of the app shortcuts on your screen that you want to replace. Edit the shortcut. Tap the icon to edit the icon. Instead of selecting an icon from your plan, tap Gallery apps. Select Documents to find the document browser. Browse to the folder you saved in the inventory icons, and
then select the intended iOS icon. Make sure the preview square includes the entire icon. If not, drag the corners of the preview box to expand it. Tap Done to confirm the custom icon. (Optional) If you want to re-tag the app to match your iOS colleague, clean yourself up. If you change the tag, don't
change what app the shortcut goes into, so you can lie and say you'll be in iMessage when you're actually in Hangouts. Tap Done in the edit shortcuts window to confirm editing. Grab a drink and repeat steps 1-11 for each icon for which you have an iOS icon. While you're at it, go ahead and return your
apps in the order you want on your screen. So, we have our home screen broken down like an iPhone, we have icons that look like an iPhone, now what about a wallpaper that looks like an iPhone? Apple's wallpapers have had a lot of artiometric stock wallpapers over the years, and while I never, would
never use a stock wallpaper, because this is the most basic way of making a phone of its own and we offer you five new wallpapers every Wednesday... Well, if you want to use one of Apple's beted stock wallpapers, Reddit has got covered. There are also various wallpaper apps that will add the parallax
effect to the background to further imitate the iPhone, but most of them simply aren't worth the time or space on your phone. To move the wallpaper, you can turn on background scrolling in New Settings &gt; Desktop &gt; Scrolling &gt; Background Scrolling. Quick Settings Honestly, the shade of quick
settings on Android stock is quite decent, on some devices it is customizable, and apart from the one that comes from the top rather than the bottom of the screen, they are not terribly different. Thanks to new Launcher Prime moves, you can even set The Push Up to expand your quick settings. But if you
want to quickly set the panel that looks more familiar, well, there is an app for it. Smart adds added on the screen, which will bring a quick setting panel that is extremely Apple-esque and is quite responsive. However, because it's a switch to the screen, it can interfere with gestures and controls in other
apps, so be careful if you play a lot of games or make a big slide up from the bottom of the screen. If it crashes when it comes to switching the screen, you may need to perform a hard reset to regain control of your device. That's why I highly recommend using the Quick Settings panel, which is available
with your phone. Messages Is not iMessage for Android. Apple doesn't care that its super messaging system is available for other platforms; it's not the first time that Apple has made it available for other platforms. wants you to buy their devices for their super messaging system. #SorryNotSorry. Now,
there are a lot of different SMS messaging apps with different styles, but I think Textra gets quite close while still material and fit into its new Android system. Textra allows you to text bubbles the same shape as they were in iMessage, and you can make it equally comforting blue – because Apple has
conditioned its users to hate green for some reason. You can even make a new message popups with a quick reply, as you did on the iPhone. If you've been having trouble with text messages since you got to Android, see how to release texts from the iron grip of iMessage. Lock your screen To use
Android Pay, you can stop reading immediately because you can't use third-party lock screens with Google's pointless payment app. You still want a lock screen that looks like Apple's? Okay, there's a breathtaking number of clones in the Google Play Store, but HenryOS's Passcode Lock Screen has
more than a million installs and more than 35,000 reviews, and balancing the customization with Apple's very faithful homage to the UI. Calendar While the Google calendar is pretty good if you miss the Apple Calendar, well, you can get close with a few others. Cal by Any.do made by popular task apps,
make a nice cross-platform calendar with a very similar feel. If that's not your speed, check out our favorite Android calendar apps. Android.
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